Entering Online Adoption

- Click on Order Course Materials
- Proceed to place a new Order
- Select course and section information.
- You may also indicate if no course materials are needed for this course.
- Add Course Materials by ISBN, Search method or add materials manually

How Would You Like to Add Course Materials?

- By ISBN
  - Quickest option if you have the 10- or 12-digit ISBN.

- Search
  - Locate via title, author, and keyword

- Add Manually
  - Request materials not found by ISBN or Search

- Input ISBN

Order Course Materials for 101
By ISBN

Enter 10- or 12-digit ISBN without dashes for course materials course ordering.
*Required
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Add another ISBN

← Back  Cancel  Continue →
• Review Order
- Submit Order
- Order Submitted Confirmation. You will also receive an order confirmation e-mail.
- Print Page (optional)
- Await approval. If you have registered with an Approver role, your online adoption will automatically be approved.